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Winonan

February 5, 1975

Gunnin' down the silver trails of idealism

mpirg
Twenty-three months ago
today in a small college town
in southern Minnesota a few
idealistic Winona State students carried the words of
MPIRG far and wide over the
barren terrain of their campus. They shouted, "Behold
MPIRG, the guiding light of
student activism and involvement, we can effect our
destinies."

Minnesota Public Interest Research Group

MPIRG's got it's pistons a INDEPENDENT STUDY
movin', steam a roarin', and is ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
gunning down the silver rails
of idealism.
Many students would like
to do independent studies but
do not know how to set one up
MPIRG will have an impact, or what is required. We would
the extent of which is up to like to help. Students, you can
you the students of Winona do some fantastic work
State. The more involved the through this program for
greater it's accomplisments. credit. We would be willing to
Students and community alike give you any assistance you
will benefit from it's success. may need. We are in contact
The road to existence and MPIRG is working and will with many other environmental and consumer groups
success was hard and rocky, continue to do so!
across the country. We also
but they did not give up. It is
have money available to
now 1975, the road is about
finance
any worthwhile proclear and the golden spike of AND THAT'S THE WAY IT
jects you may do. If you are
MPIRG has been driven into IS
interested contact the MPIRG
the future of Winona State.
office immediately.
,

,

77 WEST 3rd ST.
(Next to

TENANTS UNION
MPIRG is one of the members
of this new coalition. For
further information read the
Tenants Unite article in this
paper. We urge everyone to
attend. It will work and work
for you.

MINNESOTANS AGAINST MPIRG MEETING
POLLUTION [MAP]

All interested people are
urged to attend!

Thursday February 6th
OFFICE: 111 Phelps
There will be an internship
available this spring quarter. 362 Johnbson-United Campus PHONE: 452-8520
You will need some ability in Ministry house by the Library
water testing and organizing. 8:00 p.m.
HOURS: 12-3
If you are interested please
contact the MPIRG office.

'If they had enacted those silly controls
on strip mining, we probably wouldn't have had
enough fuel to get out and really see America!'

prophets and profits
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Winonan Rock 'n' Roll results:
Elton John and & Joni Mitchell best singers
votes went to the Levee.
carry telescopes.
Katie Keester, eat your heart
The Rock 'n' Roll Poll was a out! Honorable mention goes
RIP-OFF OF THE YEAR:
great success, which shocked to the Dutchman's Corner and This was a four way tie among
most of us over here! We Amby's.
the Mississippi Queen, the
received a variety of answers,
WINONAN, gasoline prices,
and we say "thank you" to all
WORST BAR: Without any and the Bookstore. Nixon also
of you who turned the poll in. question, this little gem of an scored with his pardon, his
PB
award goes to the Mississippi appointment of Gerald Ford
Queen, followed by the Four as vice-president, and his
BEST SINGLES: "Lady" Queens.
"reign" as "president".
by STYX, led the pack for, the
best single, with "Mandy",
MALE CHAUVINISM
BEST FEMALE SINGER:
"Bitch is Back", and "Band on AWARD: We got a lot of With no _competition, Joni
the Run" following closely answers for this award. Mu- Mitchell wins. Half as many
behind.
hammed Ali, Bobby Riggs, votes were for Olivia Newton
Dr. Bublitz, Doug Hamper, John.
WORST SINGLE: "I Shot Jerome Christianson, Wilbur
the Sheriff" won this honor. Mills, Spiro Agnew, and
BEST MALE SINGER: By
"Having my Baby" and Archie Bunker all were a landslide, Elton John came
"Kung-Fu Fighting" had a
named. The vote was spread out on top, with someone with
sizable amount of votes.
pretty even among these men. the audacity to mention Jim
Dr. Beyer also drew many Dandy of Black Oak ArBEST BAR: By far, the votes for not • letting girls kansas. Also mentioned

were Jim Croce, Bobby
Vinton, Neil Sedaka, and
David' Bowie.
BEST DRUG: LSD led,
followed closely by booze and
beer. The worst were heroin
and THC. "Men" was also
given a vote (by Ms.
Keester???)
BEST RADIO STATION:
KQRS won with a three way
tie among WYOO,: .WWLA
and WCFL. KQRS and WLS
were also mentioned.
WORST RADIO
WORST RADIO
STATION: By another landslide, a tidal wave, earthquake, and an irrevocable will
of fate, was KWNO.

Elections for
1975-76 WINONAN
Editor and Business Mgr.
February 18th

Are you people serious 21 I
Of all the responses —
male and female — the
WINONAN received
concerning men and women
(I-22-75), the following conclusions can be drawn
up:

should be allowed to participate in contact sports and
girls should be allowed to play
Little League Baseball. Perhaps this is so because of a
general misunderstanding or
a lack of knowledge about the
ERA. Also, women are more
The Equal Rights Amend- "Lib" just for the sake of
ment is generally accepted by being liberated.
WSC students as necessary
and good". Only the women
Not surprising, men and
thought, however, that they women do NOT date regularly

Winonan
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457.2158.
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— some not at all — although drunkeness. What turns them
the women thought that it is off the most is stupidity.
great for women to ask men
out. Maybe they'll start
The girls like the WSC
showing their liberalism, men. jocks, but everyone answered
the question, "How would
The majority of the replies you rate the WSC men and
said a party or classroom is women on a one to five scale,
the best atmosphere in which five being excellent?" as we
to meet a member of the thought they would. Such
opposite sex for a date, NOT replies were, "There isn't a
in a bar.
scale that goes low enough",
and "They (girls) should grow
All agreed smoking is bad, up", and "They (guys) are't
but no one is turned off by worth it".

If you missed it last year, get a Florida tan
this spring break

BO
OKSTORE
■
10....
WE HAVE THE LATEST

BEST SELLERS IN STOCK
"Jaws" "Burr"
"Dr. Atkins Diet Revolution"
"The Beggars Are Coming"
"Betty Crocker's Cookbook"
LEGGS-Super Stretch Hosiery
New Knee Highs, With Wide

'

Comfort Band
2 Pairs

Application forms are available from Janet Sill in Somse
216. Forms may be returned to her or brought to the meetin
on the 18th.
All students are invited to attend the meeting and questio
the applicants. Anyone is eligible to run for this office
provided he or she is a full time student (taking nine cred
hours) and has 2.0 GPA.

Janet Sill
Business Manager:
Mark Horvath

AT ME

10

Students interested in the editorship and management (
the WINONAN should pick up application forms befor
February 17. Election by the Publications Committee will b
held on Tuesday, February 18 at 4 p.m. Applicants must I
present.

ONLY $1.49

VALENTINE CARDS
Our card department has a very
large selection of Valentine cards.
Don't forget one to someone you love.
CLOTHING RUMMAGE SALE
Has Values To $7.95

For ONLY $5.00

January is almost over, a
great blizzard is behind us.
But ahead lies six to eight
more weeks of sub-freezing
temperatures, snow, slush,
icy sidewalks and drab gray
surroundings. No wonder,
that with spring break only
about a month away, thoughts
already are turning to a trip
to Florida, where the realities
of schoolwork and the
weather are put aside for a
week of lounging on the
beach.

are getting restless because a
number of people have asked
if there will be another
Florida,trip this year. I'm sure
most of you remember all of
the excitement which was
generated with last years trip
and regretted not being able
to go. When the group got
back, flashing their disgustingly gorgeous tans, their
souveniers, and endless recounting of the good times
they had and people they met,
you hated whatever kept you
from enjoying a Florida vacaI know that the students tion even more after they

FOR THE ALTERNATIVE THINKING MIND WITH AN APPETITE
The Winona Area Alternative Conference will be held the 9th of Feb. at the
Holzinger Lodge. Following the conference, a pot luck dinner will be held, with
music provided by the Killers of the Universe and other community bands.
12:00 noon till 1:00, informal gathering
1:00 — 2:30, general meeting of events of past projects.
2:45 — 4:00, discussion of River Bend Cafe, Coop Bakery, and possible future coop
food service.
4:15 — 5:30, discussion of a possible low cost health center, a living and learning
center, a coop worker's switch board and a grower's and buyer's collective.
The dinner and festivities will begin between 5:30 and 6:00, and continue
through the evening. All are invited to attend.

returned.
This year IRHC and
ACACIA have joined together to offer a trip over
spring break to Daytona
Beach which is aimed at not
decimating your wallet. The
factors, both good and bad,
concerning last year's trip
have been analyzed and the
changes in this year's trip
should add a lot, both in
enjoyment and in added
savings. Transportation, this
year by Greyhound, chartered bus, will be $96. Transportation and hotel- accomodations can be provided at the
Silver Beach Inn for seven
nights and eight days, March
2 through March 8 for only
$140.
Last year, everyone who
went made their own hotel
reservations, and as a result
paid more than they may have
needed to. This year we felt
that we should provide
accomodations at a reasonable
cost at an ocean side hotel

Ashley Seymour

close to the many attracts)]
offered along Boardwalk.
Last year a bus 'trip
Disney World proved
popular that we are offering
again this year. Transport
tion and tickets to all attra
tions at Disney World w
cost $14. For total enjoyme
of your Florida trip, we wou
also like to provide inform
tion and special rates on
number of activities. In ad(
tion to a trip to Disney Worl
given sufficient interest, N
can charter the bus for a d
at Bush Gardens, Seaworl
and Cape Kennedy. F
racing fans, Daytona Int(
national Speedway will
holding motorcycle races
tween March 2 through Mar
9.
For further information
this year's trip to Dayto:
Beach, please contact Cher
Long, Lucas 218, #2243
Ashley Seymour, Richari
108, #2306.

moans & groans
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What's holding up radio station?
WSC's radio station is again
being upheld, this time because of administrative delays. The project was started
last year, due to the efforts of
several dedicated individuals
and groups. The station was
supposed to be on the air this
winter, but delays in receiving FCC approval upheld
the project.

homework. Several fund-raising activities were sponsored
by the Student Senate this
Fall, but not enough was
raised to fund the radio
station entirely. The Communication and Theatre Arts
department hired Bruce
Hittner to assist Jacque
Reidelberger in coordinating
and setting up the station.
They obtained the call letters
KQAL from the FCC, a
license to operate, and ordered
$6000 worth of stereo
The main initiators behind
the project have done their equipment.

Dear Cheryl of
IRHC:
Dear Cheryl Long,

•

personal "positive actions" to
MAKE SURE 'your' chosen
I see how one girl can Fire Exit was safe to use.
become a woman by
What would the Adminis1)buying a snow shovel... A
tration think if we no longer
cheap snow shovel costs
complained, but took it upon
$3.79 at Coast to Coast...
ourselves to DO that positive
or—if you'd rather use a
action of shoveling that fire
teflon-coated one, they
exit or putting a needed light
cost $7.60 at R D Cone; at
bulb in your smoker—
the same store they also
buy a few light bulbs and
sell silicone-treated ones
give the bill to the
for $5.80! They also have
Maintenance Bunch and
cheap ones for $3.50 or
tell them you did the job
$4.10. These 2 stores are
because they were too
the only ones that sell
busy and that you'd like
snow shovels downthe money you spent
town.... and that's close
buying needed light
to campus.
bulbs.
2) getting up a lir bit earlier
WE ARE MATURE
than usual only on days
STUDENTS, AND WE CAN
after the snow has fallen,
DO THINGS, TOO. I BE3) and trucking to the Fire LIEVE OUR STUDENTS
Exit of your choice... HAVE MORE - SELFAND IN 10 MINUTES— RESPECT THAN COMthere would be AB- PLAINING ABOUT THINGS
SOLUTELY NO SNOW THAT WE CAN BE A MAN
on that one exit.
OR WOMAN ABOUT AND
DO ITultim
And wouldn't it be neat,
since you represent IRHC, to
make that one of YOUR
Jane Schoewe

Why don't you
want to pollinate?
9

Why then, is the station
being hung-up if everything is
ready to go? Once again,
administrative bureaucracy in
the college is the cause, and
according to one well informed source, "the order
forms are sitting over on
someone's desk, waiting for
an administrative decision to
be made." The equipment
can't be bought until money
has been approved for the
orders.
It would be sad if the radio
station never got on the air.

Further delay stalls enthusiasm for the program, and
educational opportunities are
lost. Meanwhile, WSC's TV
station in Phelps is being
threatened from a cut off of
funds. Once again, administration inaction is screwing
students over. I urge that the
funds for the radio station be
approved quickly, so necessary equipment can be ordered and the station can get
started.
—Dave Galchutt

The Joke's on You

The K.K. of WSC
Katie Keester, we feel sorry for you. Why do you go
downtown in the first place? Admit it—you only wrote that
article because you and most of the girls at WSC are mad for
not finding the jackpot at the end of the rainbow after each
weekend night. But we'll admit that your article provided us
with a lot of good laughs (at least we got something out of this
school).
Seriously, though, it's getting to the point now where the
girls are hustling the guys, but if you would all act normal for
a change, we might get the nerve to ask you out. Until
then...Morey doesn't need girls, but the girls need Morey!
Sincerely and all yours,
G.M. T.B.
D.S. P.I.
J.G. M.G.
T.S. J.W.
and all the rest of us at Morey

And one more

When the WINONAN printed Katie Keester's article last
January 22, we never thought it would cause such a defensive
attitude on this campus. Strange as it may seem, after the
What do you want Ms. Keester? We are not all graced with
article appeared, the lines not only increased, but got better
the flowery tongue of Shakespeare and the masculine stature
and more original, at the Levee.
of Burt Reynolds. We all have to accept ourselves for what we
are
and try to fulfill our lives the best way that we know how.
In defense of Katie Keester (and I'll probably get my face
smashed into a cement wall for defending her), her article was
Women of Winona...where would you care to go after an
written as a humorous satire on one aspect of WSC life. It was
enjoyable
evening of intellignent conversation? To the local
NOT meant to be taken literally and analyzed line by line. But
then, that is a problem that's caused when a person is writing art museum or the Blackstone Theatre in Chicago? Let's face
satirically. No one really knows if the person is serious or not. facts — Winona is not the mainstream of cultural activity. If
you'll remember, we are college students — on a limited
Was Katie Keester joking? Yes and no, and as it turns out, budget. "Let's to to Pappa John's and ring the grease out of a
the joke is on YOU. It takes an article such as hers to publicly large pepperoni". This in itself can be an enjoyable evening,
cause any excitement on campus or interest in the don't you think Ms. Keester?
WINONAN. The paper surely has printed articles that have
In today's society, sex is a constant topic of conversation.
deserved more voiced attention than this one.
The only person that wishes to push it back into the Victorian
Age are those who have severe hang-ups about it. In our
M.A.
eyes, you seem to be holding onto a typical point of view.

Morey
Shepherd

R.!

We, the authors of this article, would be happy to discuss
your problem concerning this topic over a few drinks any time
at your convenience...OH! Dutch treat, of course. Thank you.
Brad Stanton
Don Potter

A re-arrangement of priorities is necessary
Don Kohler
Having trouble getting
your "shit" together? It was
the same here, but not so
anymore. I've discovered the
solution. I've contemplated
the answers to my problems
over a sink full of dirty dishes
and anyone can do the same.
All that's needed is to have
every dish in the house dirtied
and put in the sink. Then just
lock the drain, fill the sink
with water, throw some soap
in and take a break.

"I have a
stemache"

One should be in the correct
physical state for doing
dishes, so use this break to
check to see that the correct
preparations have been made.
I suggest bare feet, no shirt,
not enough sleep, an empty
stomach, unshowered skin,
and, of course, unbrushed
teeth, for getting one's self
into the proper physical state.
(Having prepared the body,
the mind will usually take
care of itself and therefore
there's little need to worry
about it.)

Also atmosphere, though
not necessary, is
recommended. A loud record,
radio, or tele-vision will suffice for the effect desired, but
a comparable substitute,
which will lend approximately
the same effect, though of an
olfactory nature, can be
obtained by standing in a
water filled bath tub and
picking the hair from the
drain whilst turning on the
light or putting a finger into
an outlet. The smell of the
burnt hair will give the air an
odor that can only be appreciated while one is doing the
dishes. Having made these
correct preparations, dishwashing can prove to be an
enriching experience.

For example, do as I do
while washing dishes. Contemplate. For when is there a
better time? Isn't it that only
when doing mediocre tasks a
person's mind is able to
function at it's highest level?
Isn't it so that when a man's
hands are occupied, and his
mind not, that he is able to
reason with more accuracy
than if his hands were
unoccupied? Consider, for
example, how the average
everyday philosopher, with
hands submerged in soapy
dish water can contemplate
the answers to such questions
as, who dirtied all the dishes?
Why doesn't anyone else ever
do the dishes? Or such
theological questions as, why
would God save someone from
being electrocuted while pulling his roommate's hair out of
the plugged up drain only to
leave him a sink full of dirty
dishes, of which he only
dirtied three forks, three
plates, and one pan that he
washed out when he was
done. And that was then

dirtied by someone else who
never does the dishes. Or how
come God would get this
person out early in the
morning with a stereo turned
on full blast by this person's
roommate and with the floor
ice cold, and the water so
goddamn hot that it burns this
person's hands, with no food
in the refrigerator, crumbs on
the floor sticking to this
person's feet, and no shoes or
socks on?
Indeed, in what else but
dish washing can one see the
irony of ketchup on a plate
and thousands starving in
Asia; or the humorless ecological paradox of phosphate
in the sink cleaning dishes and
unclean rivers; or the ridiculousness of racial segregation
when everything that's dirty
is washed in the same sink; or
the silliness of the equal
rights amendment amended
to include women when it's
evident
at greasy pans,
though often times lower in
order, . ,s given equal time, if
not more, in the sink of life.
All I can say is that it's a
crime that dish washing isn't
offered foi credit.

A 1936 comedy

"You Can

page Jour

Take it with You"

iiltalkat*

BOX OFFICE OPEN
1-5 p.m. daily
or
call 457-2121 for
reservations
FREE ADMISSION

.
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Course descriptions
available to WSC
Bill Marx
students
THE OUTLINE was developed by the Student Senate this
past quarter to give general course descriptions on the 100
and 200 level that are offered spring quarter by participating
instructors.
Course content and objectives, grading policies and
materials required for each course are some of the items that
will be included in THE OUTLINE.
Instructors are not required to participate, as some do not
want to draw up strict guidelines for their classes. Other
instructors have commended the Student Senate for
developing THE OUTLINE, as they feel it is a good way to
inform students about the content of their courses.
OUTLINES will be available for advisement next week in
the Student Senate Office in the Smog, in the individual
department offices, at the reserve desk of the library, and
from the residence hall advisors.

Co-op Bus. Ad and Eco .
Program begins at WSC
The first of an anticipated
growing number of students
in Winona State College's
co-operative program in Business Administration and
Economics will begin the
on-the-job phase of his work in
early March 1975.
Patrick H. Kohler, a junior
from White Bear Lake, Minnesota, who is majoring in
accounting, has been hired as
a bank-examiner trainee by
the regional office of the
Comptroller of the Currencey,
U.S. Treasury Department.
(National banks are supervised by the Comptroller's
Office through 14 regional
admistrators and some 1,900
examiners.)
Starting on -March 3, Mr.
Kohletr will attend a weeklong introductory session in
Minneapolis, after which he
will be based in Rochester. In
the field as part of a team
examining national banks in
the area, he will alternate
six-month periods of job
experience with similar
periods of course work in the
Department of Business Administration and Economics at

Dave (Tanker) Galchutt

"I believe in mind over
matter, and the power of the
subconscience to alter existance, whether you refer to it
as God, energy, or nature"–
that's a conclusion from an
interview with Dr. Brice
Wilkinson, head of the Communication and Theatre Arts
Department.

gain control over your mind? Sebastian Temple with information on montras and other
extra-sensory perception."
A: "We seek to promote meditation techniques on sale
•
physical and spiritual de- at St. Mary's Bookstore. Or
Q: How has it helped you? velopment. Judo is the gentle stop by in my office in
art of self-defense — physical Performing Arts 204 and I'll
A: "In many ways — I have contact under controlled vio- teach any student...
always been a positive thinker lence. I reject the martial arts
but riow I have even a more on TV. It's disgraceful when a
positive attitude. For many 220 pound man knocks out a Q: I've heard you are also into
psychic phenomena. What
years, I socially overindulged 125 pound _woman.
could you tell us about this
in alcoholic beverages, but I
have had tremendous success
Judo also involves medita- field as it relates to communiin controlling my drinking... tion. I practiced meditation cations?
My classes are more creative, before I knew it was called
A:"Communication is the
I did a color TV course, and meditation. Judo is total
published my first article on concentration...All people transference of sensory imteaching a speech funda- from 6 to 66 can participate. ages. The mind may send and
mentals course. In my family I've taught students, children, receive messages at the speed
life, I've discovered my own grandmothers, middle aged of light at a subconscience
level — we may be communiinadequacies and the
people..."
cating with energy sources, .a
inadequacies of others."
Q: Do you have to take universal mind, or with other
Q: When did you first take meditation classes to learn planets, although we're not
currently able to comprehend
up judo?
how to meditate properly?
it. That sounds pretty far out,
A: "I started playing judo in
A: "No — there are but people talk about guardJapan in 1954. I used to hundreds of ways to meditate. ian angels..."
compete up until 1967. I still In my opinion, transcedental
Mind control is supposed to
teach..." meditation produces some
good results, but it uses some free an individual from tension and anxiety, habits and
Q:What degree do you shady
promotional
hang-ups, and allows an
presently hold?
techniques.
individual to program his life.
A: "I have a second degree Q: What are the techniques It may be a different name for
getting your head together,
black belt."
involved in meditation?
but according to Dr. Wilkinson, it works.
Q: How does judo help you A:"There's a book by
programmed learning, discussion of experiences, and

(Dr. Wilkinson received a
B.A. and a M.A. degree in
speech from the University
of Colorado and a Ph.D from
the University of Oregon. His
speciality is communication
theory, and he has done
extensive research in the field
of communications, psychic
phenomena, and extra-sensory perception. In addition,
he also teaches judo and mind
School at Fountain City, development courses.)
Gale-Ettrick High School at
Galesville, Rochester Com- QUESTION: I've heard a lot
munity College, Dover-Eyota about your mind 'unlimited
High School at Eyota, Simley course. What is it?
High School at Inver Grove
Heights, Park High School at ANSWER: "Mind unlimited
Cottage Grove, Ashlan High is the best course I have ever
School at Ashland, WI, and taught or taken. It involves
Kenyon High School at
lecture, relaxation,
Kenyon, MN. In addition to
the featured soloists, Sunday
night's concert will include
the Festive Overture by Visitors decide if nursing
Shostakovich, Music for
program to retain its
Winds and Percussion, and an
exciting - new work entitled
Sketches On a Tudor Psalm
accreditation
by Fischer Tull. The concert is
Elaine Walske
open to the public at no
admission charge.

WSC Concert Band
moves out... and
back again
The Winona State
College Concert Band departed for it's annual 1975
Concert Tour on Monday,
February 3. The band will
return on February 7 and play
it's homecothing concert at 8
P.M. in the Performing Arts
Center Main Theatre on
Sunday, February 9. Soloists
for this years' tour included
Mary Lyons, a senior music
major from Kasson, MN, and
solo chair French hornist with
the band, Nancy Ruehmann,
euphonium, a junior music
major from Mabel, MN, and
Robert Ouren, a senior music
. major and solo cornetist from
•
Winona. This year the band
at
concerts
will
play
Cochrane-Fountain City High

Mind over matteris it possible?

Winona State. The program's
completion is to take about
two to three years in his case.
The Department's co-operative study is related to two
other on-going opportunities
for students to engage in
tailor-made work. Independent readings or reasearch is
available separately, or along
with other course work in any
quarter. A varying number of
credits is possible, depending
on the student's needs. More
involved in the internship,
which usually entails a single,
three-month period of practical employment experience
near the start of the senior
year. The co-operative program provides still more
integration of job and college
work, with repeated and
extended periods of each,
alternating with one another.
Futher information on, any
of these programs can be had
by contacting the Department's office in 325 Somsen
Hall, Winona State College,
Winona MN 55987. Dr. Mary
Rieder is Department Chairperson. The phone number is
Area Code 507, 457-2036.

The campus of W.S.C. had three very
distinguished guests the week of January
27. The three were members of the Board of
National League of Nursing, and the
purpose of their visit was to look over the
nursing program to determine whether it
Dr. h. rieda Shirk and Dr. Grace Deloughery
should retain its accreditation. The board
makes a routine visit every six years.
Members of the visiting committee were: nursing department and two of the three
Dr. Frieda Shirk (senior team member), guests met to discuss their findings. In
Dean and Professor of Nursing, Capitol March of this year, the board will send their
University, Columbus, Ohio; Dr. Elizabeth official report concerning accreditation,
Krueger, Professor of Nursing, University based on the findings of this week.
of Wisconsin—Milwaukee; Dr. John
Dr. Shirk commented on the impressions
Morris, Vice-Chancellor for Academic
she
received at W.S.C. "The students are a
Affairs, University of Wisconsin—Eau
delightful
bunch of people. They are very
Claire.
serious about what they are doing, and we
Dr. Shirk noted that they were here only would reallly like to have them in our
to verify the report which the faculty of the classes." She also commented on the
nursing department of-W.S.C. submitted to friendliness of everyone she met on the
the board. She also said that the final campus.
decision determing accreditation is up to
the Board of Review of the N.L.N., and that
I.M. POCKET BILLIARDS TOURNEY IS
she, together with Dr. Krueger and Dr.
FEB. 5
Morris, looked for facts and interpretations
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
that would help the board to understand the
in the Student Union
report. During the week, the three guests
looked over N.L.N. scores, budgets, Entries due Feb. 3 with a fifty cent entry fee to the Student
salaries of teachers, faculty minutes and Activities Office (8 a.m. to 4 p.m.) or to 319 Sheehan Hall
student represetntation, in an attempt to
better understand the workings of the Trophies will be awarded to the first two places in each
division — men's and women's singles
program.

Friday, January 31, the faculty of the

GET ENTRY BLANKS AT IM BULLETIN BOARD IN MH
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news

Tenants with

Social life important
to Vets Club

housing problems
unite
Winona State College
students have faced many
difficult problems with housing in Winona. The complaints
to the Renters Union, Student's Affairs Office, and
other various offices dealing
with off-campus housing outnumber last year's complaints
at this time of year.

What can I do? Alone you
can do nothing, but a group of
students can. Can you imagine
ten students, or 100, marching
up to a landlord and demanding together their rights. We
can help each other with our
mutual problems. In the

Dave (Tanker) Galchutt

f

masses there is power!

February.10th at 7:30 p.m.
in the Student Union a new
coalition Tenants Union will
be formed. All students with
problems in off-campus housing are urged to come to this
organizational meeting and
voice their complaints. The
purpose of the Winona Tenants Union will be to provide
an avenue for complaints and
provide solutions to these
problems. It will also compile
and have available to all
students a list of housing
facilities in Winona.

LIVING DOWN IN THE DUMPS

If you are not satisfied rights and obligations as a
with the house you now live tenant.
in, get involved; you don't
Complaints will be taken at
have to tolerate it any more.
Membership in the Tenant's this organizational meeting.
Union will help you become We need you to voice your
aware of the law, and your complaints to be effective.

U of M study-travel tours now open
to general public
Summer study-travel tours
sponsored by the International Study and Travel Center
(ISTC) at the University of
Minnesota are now open to
the general public for the first
time.

Germany, Switzerland and
Italy.
The first Soviet tour will
run from June 26 to July 12,
after visits to Leningrad,
MOscow, Tashkent, Kiev and
other cities. The second tour
will run from July 25 to Aug.
13. Cities to be visited include
Previously, such tours were Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev,
restricted to University stu- Odessa and Yalta.
dents, faculty and staff members.
The cost of the tours will
cover all arrangements inPrograms available include cluding food, lodging and
two tours to the Soviet Union, transportation within the
one to Soviet Asia and the Soviet Union. They are open
other to the Black Sea area. A to persons between the ages
special tour for people inter- of 16 and 35 and are limited to
ested in photography will visit 30 participants.

The photography tour is
open to 10 persons and will
feature both individual and
group projects. During April
and May, tour members will
receive instruction in the
fundamentals of photography
and general orientation to
travel and photography in a
foreign culture.

For returning veterans,
WSC's Vets Club provides an
opportunity to meet people on
campus and to get involved.
"For someone getting out,"
says Charles Stark, President
of the Vets Club, "it may take
a major re-orientation back to
school." The veteran is like
the college freshman, not
knowing anybody, but is
several years older. According to Stark, "the club allows
people of similar background
to get together and meet a
whole mess of friends."
The basic purpose behind
the club is social. "The dues
are $2 a quarter and the only
expense are parties. We hold
our meetings every other
Monday night at the upstairs
of the Levee." The group also
holds several exchanges with
sororities and plans to throw a
dance at the American
Legion.
This year, the Vets Club
instituted a scholarship for
one of its members. Scholastic
achievement is also empha-

Don't miss Michael Johnson !

"Each of Johnson's interpretations of fine contemporary material is a beautifully
executed and self-contained
gem with his extraordinary
guitar technique adding a
special presence. ROCKY
MOUNTAIN NEWS (Denver)
"Johnson...compares with
Leo Kottke but out-strips him
in almost every way. Kottke
is an accomplished musician.

The club is also a member
of the National Association
of Concerned Veterans and
attended their convention.
"It's basically a lobby group
before Congress. We've also
worked with the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War,"
says Stark.
Membership is open to all
veterans and honorary membership is available if approved by the members. The
other officers besides Stark
are Doug Riles, Vice-President; Dan Smith, Secretary;
and Roger Madland, Social
Chairperson. The club
presently has 25 active members and is not supported by
the college.
Information on the club
may be obtained from Stark
or any Vets Club member, or
by checking the club board
across from the Student
Lounge in Somsen.

Football tournament

tour to Southeast Asia will
feature visits to Malaysia,
Singapore and Indonesia.
Participants will determine
the specific itinerary of the
trip.

Limited to 12, the tour is
open to the general public but
emphasizes academic learning
while traveling. The tour will
The cross-cultural work- begin in mid-July and last for
shop in the Cayman Islands approximately six weeks.
will lye held from March 22
through 29 and participants
For more information, concan earn three University tact the International Study
credits for the workshop. Cost and Travel Center, 231 Coffof the program is $375.
man Union, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis,
The educational exposure Minn.55455, or call 373-0180.

"Michael has some of the
swiftest guitar-pluckingstrumming fingers in the
Midwest, and little of his
energy is lost in translation to
the plastic platter. But he is
not a rapid-fire folkie. His
moods are gentle without
being crushingly sentimental.
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

sized. "For most veterans,
school comes first," says
Stark.

ANNUAL SNOW
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
sponsored again by UP & CO
TO BE PLAYED FEB. 10-14 4-6 p.m.
at Maxwell Field
PICK UP ENTRY FORMS AT
UP & CO DOOR
lower level Smog by Union Desk
MUST BE RETURNED BY FEB. 7 5 p.m. ,
TACKLE BY DEMAND!

Johnson can entertain."
CHICAGO TODAY
These are just parts of
some of the excellent reviews
Michael Johnson has received
after some of his concerts.
Known for his exceptional
guitar playing and his rich
voice, Johnson plays folk,
funk, classicals, jazz, and
blues, many from his THERE
IS A BREEZE album. His
appearance at Winona State
will be tomorrow night, Feb. 6
in Somsen Auditorium at 8:00
p.m. WSC students will be
admitted free by showing
their I.D. at the door and the
general public will be admitted for $2.00. Tickets are on
sale at St. Mary's, Ted Maier
Drug, Primo, and the union
desk here, and will also be
sold at the door.

FELLINI LA STRADA
SOMSEN AUDITORIUM
7:30 P.M. FEB. 12TH
Free with WSC I.D.
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announcements
Spring quarter Advising
and Registration Info

Senate news
There is now a position open on the Senate for a freshman senator. Anyone wishing to
apply should stop in at the Senate office in the Smog.
Due to the 'problems of the Ethiopian students, the Senate and IRHC have set up a
committee to try and find a way to help them. Any ideas are welcome.

1975
Spring Quarter registration will take place Monday evening, March 10, and all day March 11. In order to pull their cards, students must
have a Winona State College I.D., a Registration Clearance card, and a Header card.

The Registration Clearance card and the Header card will be available in the Office of the Registrar, Somsen 228, during regular office
hours between February 5 and March 11.

To obtain these cards you must present your WSC I.D. card. If you do not have a Polaroid color photo I.D. card, report to the IRC
(Instructional Resource Center-Phelps), to obtain one before reporting to the Registration area.

Students are required to pick up their Clearance card, Header card, and packet in the Office of Registrar, S228. Your Directory card,
Program Sheet, and Directions will be distributed by your advisor.

Students who were not enrolled at WSC during Winter Quarter 1975, must notify the Office of the Registrar of their intent to return fog
Spring Quarter 1975, by March 3, 1975. Persons who have never attended WSC must have applications completed by March 3
At the top of your Registration Clearance card, check the total number of credits completed by the end of Fall Quarter 1974 in columns
52-54, the curriculum and major(s) and minor coded in column 57-65, and resident status in column 71. If incorrect information is
printed on your Registration Clearance card, you must notify the Office of Registrar prior to 4 p.m., Feb. 28, to make corrections before
registration. Any holds you may have will be indicated by a mark in the proper category on the Registration Clearance card. The student
Who has "holds" remaining on his card at the time of registration will not be allowed to register.

The Winona City Council is being requested by the Senate to review its 20 hour parking
)rdinance. No car can be parked in the same place for more than 20 hours, or the owner
Nill be fined or the car towed away. This seems to be a rather absurd ordinance in light of
the energy crisis, the parking problems at WSC, and the problems of starting cars in the
cold winter weather.

Areas open for experience
Want practical experience in your major field or interest?
Interested in helping yourself by helping others?
Interested in doing volunteer work in any of these areas:
Public nursing
Physically disabled
Pre-school children
Big Brother
Tutoring
Elderly
Day Care
Nutrition

During the advising period from Feb. 5 to Feb. 19, the Office of Registrar will, upon request, provide you with a copy of your evaluation
sheet which lists all the courses you have completed through Second Summer Session 1974. The evaluation will be provided free of
charge during the advisement period; after Feb. 19, a fee of $1 will be charged.
It is important that you make an appointment with your advisor early so that you will be assured of getting in to see him and plan a
Spring Quarter schedule. If you are undecided as to what your major is going to be, follow the schedule listed below.

Abrah-Bettc
Biltg-Cleme
Cluni-Drews
Drisc-Fryer
Fuchs-Hanse
Hanso-Hocki
Hoech-Karli
Karst-Lanea
Langa-Mcvey
Meine-Olson
Onora-Ringe
Riska-Schoh
Schul-Sucho
Sulli-Vanco
Vande-Weibe
Weiss-Wicks
Wiebk-Zzzzz

ADVISOR

ROOM

BLDG.

Mrs. Schlawin
Dr. Foss
Mr. Tobin
Dr. Johnson
Mr. Steigerwald
Dr. Marston
Dr. Sheehan
Dr. Fremling
Dr. El-Afandi
Dr. Germander
Mr. Geiske
Dr. Sobiesk

204C
312G
205
114H
125
134
118A
215F
114D
313B
310
218
232
208
220
220
220

Watkins
Pasteur
Watkins
Pasteur
Somsen
Memorial
Somsen
Pasteur
Pasteur
Somsen
Somsen
Minne
PAC
Minne
Somsen
Somsen
Somsen

Mr. Reidelberger
Dr. Morello
Dr. Warner
Dr. Willson
Dr. Matson

GENTLEMEN'S QUARTERS

AMERICANN FILM
THEATRE PRESENTS

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
454-1580
Phone for appointment or walk in

Complete Men's Hairstyling,
Hair Coloring, Manicures,
Hair Replacement
R-K Retail Center

Feb. 5, 6-8:00
Feb. 7,8-7:00 & 9:15
Feb. 9- 4:30 & 7:00
The Original

THREE
STOOGES

Plus:
FLASH GORDON
Chap. 3
Admission-s1;
Membership 25'

featuring the complete line
of fine R-k products

VANGUARD

Informal Bible Study:
Romans
MEETING WEEKLY
Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

Conference Rooms 1 & 2
KRYSKO COMMONS
All Are Welcome

minors
Date and Place: Tuesday, Feb. 11 at 4:00 p.m. Room 155 Gildemiester Hall

An IMPORTANT meeting of SLD minors or persons anticipating an SLD minor will be held
to discuss changes in program scheduling. This meeting is a MUST for SLD minors. Please
familiarize your fellow students with the time and place of the meeting.

Phi Alpha Theta holds
initiation
Phi Alpha Theta, the national honorary history fraternity, will hold it's annual initiation for
new members on Thursday, February 20, at 7:00 P.M. in the Winona Room of the Student
Union. Anyone wishing to join should contact Dr. Sobiesk at room 218 Minne in the near
future. You do not need to be a history major or minor to join. Requirements are at least
12 credits in history courses and a minimum G.P.A. of 3.0 in all history courses. Election
of officers and a brief social hour will follow the initiation.

Attention car owner, car renters or anyone with access to a car:

1 65 E. 3rd

Attention
Campus Lovelies
Are you about to marry your
handsome prince?
If unique is what you seek in
your choice of engagement or
wedding rings choose from
Minnesota's only origtnal stylings.
Ronald Originals Jewelers

701 Hennepin at 7th St.
Down town Minneapolis

Performances
at 2 and 8 RM.

Meeting to be held for SLD

Biology Club holds car wash
The FLICK HOUSE

TUESDAY, FEB. 11
ONE DAY ONLY

Social welfare
Mental retardates
Physical therapy
Big Sister
Program advising will begin Wednesday, Feb. 5, through Wednesday, Feb. 19. You will meet with an advisor in the department as If you are interested in volunteer work, then you are invited to a discussion with Mike
indicated on the. Registration Clearance card. If your card indicates that you are listed under the wrong major, make out a change of Rishavy of Winona Volunt - er Services, February 11, Thursday, 12 noon — 1 a.m., dining
a major form in the Office of Registrar. You may then pick up your materials from the indicated major department and take them to the rooms C and D. Stop ill and bring your lunch. Remember February 11, 12 noon
correct department to be programmed.

INITIALS

ENDS MONDAY

The Winona State Biology Club is sponsoring an all-day, deluxe car wash to be held
Saturday, February 8, at Steve's Standard Station on Huff and Sarnia. Cost is $1.00 for
wash and shine.

Internships in sociology
Applications are now being accepted for students should see Jim Reynolds, Minne
Spring Quarter Internships. Eligible 231, immediately.

Sports: Coming Events
Saturday the 8th
Men's Basketball at St. Cloud State
Women's Basketball here against Dr. Martin Luther College at 2:00
Swimming Meet here with Eau Claire and St. Cloud State at 2:00
Tuesday the 11th
Wrestling meet here against Luther College at 7:30
Wednesday the 12th
Basketball at Michigan Tech.•
Women's Gymnastics meet at Mankato State
Thursday the 13th
Wrestling Meet at Southwest State in Marshall
Women's Basketball with Mankato State at 7:30
Saturday the 15th
Basketball here with Moorhead at 7:30
Women's Basketball with U of W. — River Falls, there

Season tickets now on
sale- Individual performance
tickets on sale day of
performance
only $5 for evening$3.50 for matinee
($2 for senior citizens &
students-for matinee only)

NO COLLEGE TICKETS

STATE
STARTS FRIDAY
FOR 21 NIGHTS

••• THE
IOWERING
0
NOTE: Starting times
Friday & Saturday
at 7:00 & 9:50
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed,
-Thur. At 7:30 ONLY
NO COLLEGE
TICKETS WINONA
A FEW MORE NIGHTS
Winner Best
Comedy of the Year

Need money?
Students interested in applying for up application materials in the Student
financial assistance for Spring, and First Financial Aid Office, Room 208 Somsen
SumMer Session, and Fall 1975 should pick- Hall.

Grant forms

available

The BEOG (Basic Educational Opportunity Grant) Forms have now arrived, and may be
picked up in the Financial Aid Office, Somsen 208. Students are eligible to apply if they
began or will begin their post-high school education after April 1, 1973.

IT'S
SURVIVAL
tiIARHINC,

-

BURT REYNOLDS
"THE LONGEST YARD"
7:15-9:15 CINEMA

teams and screams
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Cagers keep on truckin'

...and so do the women

By Chuck Kjos
In lone game action last week, the Winona State basketball team won a big game on the
road at UM-Morris by thescore of 77-60 and now have a two game lead in the NIC title race,
half way through conference action.
Paul Sir once again was the offensive star racking a game high of 25 points, keeping up his
fantastic percentage shooting by hitting 75% from the field. He was followed in scoring by
Gus Johnson who had 18 and Jerry Williams with 12.
The Warriors continue to play well disciplined basketball which seems to be the difference
from the first part of the year. At this point the Warriors seem to be the team with the best
chance to take it all mainly because four of their last six games are to be played at home.

Cager Notes:

win at Winona.

The win over Morris was. Coach Les Wothkes 90th

Jeff Crouse, senior guard will be lost for the rest of the season
due to a re-injury to his knee which will require surgery this week
in Winona.
Gus Johnson played in his 96th straight game and is zeroing in
on the most games played record. He also now owns the record
for most field goals in a career with 636 breaking the old record
set by Roscoe Young.

Women's Gymnastics

by Serle

The Women's Gymnastics
team was defeated by the Last Saturday was the
Gymnastics
University of Mn. team last • Women's
week, the final score being; Parent's Day, and a victory
W.S.C. — 73.55, U of M — for the girls. The final score of
78.95. Jan Shepard took first the meet was W.S.C. 71.35
place in the Balance beam and Mankato 62.45.
competition.

Women's Basketball
Last week the Women's Basketball team played Eau Claire,
but lost by the score of 62 to 42. Winona State's high scorers
were Karen Feye with fourteen points and Betty Dittfach
with nine.
On the 25th of January the Women's team played St. Cloud
State. The B-squad was defeated. Their score was St. Cloud 35
and Winona 27. Winona's high scorer was Cary Torgerson
with fourteen points. The Varsity Squad won by a score of 52
— 45. The high scores of this game were Beyce Carlson,
twelve points and Betty Dittfach with ten.

Vaulting
1. Timmy Jones MSC 8.3
2. Deb Harkness WSC
3. Jan Shepard WSC
Floor Excercise
1. Jan Shepard WSC 7.15
2. Cheryl Vickers WSC
3. Ann Robinson WSC
Balance beam
1. Jan Shepard WSC 5.75
2. Cheryl Vickers WSC
3. Timmy Jones MSC
Bars
1. Becky Smith WSC 5.7
2. Vicki Mens WSC
3. Jan Shepard WSC

Last Saturday the Women's Basketball team had a game
with the University of Minnesota — Duluth. Once again the
B-Squad was defeated; 51-32, their high scorer for this
game was Donna Blaha, scoring fourteen points. The Varsity
Squad was once again victorious, and defeated the U of M
Duluth 52 to 40. This victory leaves the Women's record at 6
much specialization that a — 2. The high scorer in this game was Karen Feye with
coach almost needs a com- fourteen points.
puter on the sidelines to keep
his substitutions going according to the game plan.

How football has changed
By Paul W. Bryant
[The legendary "Bear" Bryant
is the President of the
American Football Coaches
Association and is the football
coach at the University of
Alabama. He was elected to
the Arkansas Hall of Fame in
1965 and received the Silver
Anniversary Award by
Sports Illustrated magazine in
1960. Mr. Bryant has been the
coach of numerous Sugar
Bowl, Orange Bowl, and
Cotton Bowl games over the
years.]
It was over forty years ago
that I got my first introduction to football and since that
time I've seen a great game
change in many ways, while at
the same time many of the
same basic principles that
won then still win.

first started playing at
Fordyce high school in
Arkansas, I didn't have a pair
of football shoes. I played in
my only pair of "church"
shoes, and nearly got the
whipping of my life from my
Dad for using them, too.
Stadiums have changed
drastically, also. Today most
of the major football institutions have stadiums seating
50,000 and up. Many have
artificial surfaces.

Parents Day

And while it is true that
there are a number of
different offensive formations
and a lot of various defenses
used in football, you still have
to block and tackle to win.
Many of the so-called "new"
things in football today are
just different wrinkles on
formations used for years and
I can remember playing on
years.
rocks and gravel, with just
some wooden bleachers on the
The student-athlete today
sidelines to seat at the most a
is a lot different from those
couple of hundred fans.
back. 30-40 years ago.
I remember one of the
greatest thrills I ever had was
going to the Rose Bowl to play
Stanford after the 1934 season
at Alabama. We went by train
and I think the trip took four
days and three nights. We
stopped along the way in
order to practice.

It is still a game where the
team that blocks and tackles
the best, wins, where the
team that makes the fewest
mistakes comes out on top,
and the team with the best
The game itself also has
athletes will win more often seen a lot of change. When I
than others.
played, you took the best 11
on the squad and they played
Equipment has changed both ways. You didn't come
probably most of all. Today out of a game unless you were
we have the finest uniforms injured to the point that you
and protective pads that couldn't continue to play. And
research and modern mach- once you came out, you didn't
inery can produce. When I go back in. Now we have so

He is a smarter person,
more in tune with everything
going on in the world, and
football is just one of the
many things that interests
him in his pursuit of an
education.
Football is a better, game
today than it ever has been, in
my opinion. It is , a faster
game, more thrilling for the
spectators, and certainly better technically.
If I had to do all over again,
I couldn't think of a thing I'd
change...well, maybe a few
scores, but I'll never be able
to give to football all the
things i(t has given to me.

This Saturday, the 8th of February, is the
Women's Basketball Team's Parent's Day
Game. The game begins at 2:00 p.m. with
the team from Dr. Martin Luther College.
So if you want to see some fast action, be
there at 2:00.

MON.
VODKA NIGHT
TUES.
WINE NIGHT
WED.
TEQUILA &
SCHNAPPS

ABSTAINER
A WEAK PERSON WHO
YIELDS TO THE
TEMPTATION OF
DENYING HIMSELF
A PLEASURE

HAPPY HOUR
3-7
MON.-FRI.

